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Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am very grateful to Moldovan Government and to you all for the invitation to this International
Meeting, gathering all the main countries that have the Black Sea as their waterfront: this liquid
platform should stay only a geological phenomenon or a theatre of conflicts and frictions or, much
better, a round negotiation table of profitable benefits between partners or, finally, very much better,
as a stage of the investors and venture capitalism with
reciprocal competitive advantages, especially in what
The Bigger the World Economy, the More
your countries are complementary and not competitors.
Powerful Its Smallest Players.
You remember the reason why King Arthur disposed his
William Morrow & Company
John Naisbitt, Global Paradox, 1995
Knights in round : just to avoid struggles for the first
placements and focus the relations in equality, not in the
format “one up one down” but in the format one to one, peer to peer, in a game win-win.
Fig. 1: King Arthur & the Knights of Round Table: the round form of your sea helps the concept.
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Fig. 2: King Arthur & the Knights of Round Table: all for one and one for all in the competition. All fight together
with a Black Sea Territorial Pact

Actually, the Black Sea had in the past all these facets and saw all these different experiences in its
waters: since the mythology of Jason and his Argonauts, with their research of the golden fleece, the
Black Sea was a basin of new discoveries, new exchanges, new civilizations. The Golden Age of
this mythological approach, suggests to our weak knowledge of the history and inclination to forget
sadly our roots, that from this basin and from the territories, people and cultures arisen, we can
count many great civilizations, the first one being that of Çatal Hüyük , a Fork Mound, a very large
Neolithic and Chalcolithic settlement in southern Anatolia, which existed from approximately 7500
BC to 5700 BC and considered one of the oldest cities on earth and the first form of a real town and
the startup of the turnabout of the life style of the mankind.
This is the reason why that Neolithic site in July 2012 was inscribed as a Unesco World Heritage.
Fig. n. 3: Geographical position of Çatal Hüyük

Moreover the Black Sea was the cradle of many other forms of excellency in the creative and
innovative approach to the civilizations: Hittite, Scythian, Greek, Dacian, Thracian, Roman,
Byzantine, Georgian, Russian, Ottoman, etc. with active participations of many other presences,
like The Most Serene Republic, that is my fatherland.
The specific trait of this area is its multi-ethnic and multicultural profile, from time immemorial.
Your participation to this Meeting and your decision to be partners of the Black Sea Network
witnesses and proofs this attitude, this cross-cultural vision of the international relations. My
congratulations to all the women and men, who have designed this network, set up and carried out
its goals and strategies, managed its expected results for an effective contribution to the local and
sustainable development and valorization of the natural, social, cultural and economic resources of
the counties and communities you represent here today.
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My congratulations are even warmer and more sincere for the specific target you have in this
Meeting, that’s the promotion and enhancement of the Small Businesses and Craftsmen, as players
with a very prominent and irreplaceable role for the value creation and equity sharing of wealth in
our countries, especially in this critical period, under the crushing impact of the globalization and
financial depredation all over the world.
Nevertheless, we have to do a couple of considerations before any debate:
- To consider some basic data about the SMEs and Craftsmen,
- And to put some questions about them
As far as the first consideration is concerned, all we know already how many are the SMEs and
Craftsmen in our Continent. Since when I was a young assistant at the University, more or less 35
Years ago, I hear an expression as following: “The SMEs and Craftsmen are the backbone of the
European Economy”. But very often, when the politicians or the members of the high bureaucracy
used this expression, it was pure rhetoric, without effective consequences in reality.
So, normally, when I am invited to a conference or meeting or debate on the SMEs and Craftsmen,
first of all I add to the word SMEs also the word Craftsmen, because the most part of us forget and
remove the basic concept of the Small Businesses, that’s the birth and development of the crafts.
The Vocational Training of many SMEs happens as Craft, in informal ways, and later they become
enterprises. The 98% of the enterprises of my Region (Venice Region) born as Craft: the beginning
and startup was “crafts”. I refer here only a very famous brand: Benetton. These four brothers (3
males and 1 woman) began their activity in the sixties’ few miles far from my village: the secret of
their present worldwide success was a great network of craftsmen, of micro-enterprises, many
families working at home for them, as suppliers. They were at least 400. Their intelligent form of
coordination and selling organization gave an impressive impulse to the production until the present
size of International Corporation. I could refer other thousand examples of this phenomenon. I was
present in this period and the first training course I made was just for this great working
communities of knitting, for two reasons : to enhance their knitting capacity with innovations and
new competencies, to study the opportunity to be something other than a simple suppliers by the job
and consider the opportunity to become independent entrepreneur. For the first time in my Region
and perhaps in Italy, a certain number of craftsmen, inclusive of many women, were helped by a
specific coaching to develop their skills and competencies, to change gradually their social state,
towards the autonomy and their own activity. From 1974 and 1982, in 8 years, I received from my
Regional Government the duty to extend this training and awareness process to all the microenterprises or home activities, many of them in the so called shadow economy, to create modern
organizations for them: 16.000 were the small and micro-enterprises we have trained.
But there are many questions about this process: what do we do for our small enterprises and
craftsmen in training? How much do we ensure their human capital development? How do we deal
with their positioning in the society? How do we treat their needs and demand for credit? What do
the banks for them? Are we responsible for a suitable legislation to facilitate them and open the
doors to their economic and social contribution in wealth and job creation? Are we aware that these
activities are labour intensive, while the big corporations tend to be labour saving? Why the amount
of the fiscal revenues coming from these small enterprises is so high, and compared with the big
corporations is higher? Are the microenterprises able to hidden their capitals abroad and close every
year their turnabout in debits? How is the attitude of the state and bureaucracy towards the
craftsmen and small enterprises? How many associations, consortia for purchasing or selling, have
we in our town, Region or Nation? How strong and effective is our counseling of experts in local
development? Do we facilitate the creation of cooperative organizations between the SMEs, to face
better and contractual force with Banks? Our Agencies, Chamber of Economy and other National or
Local Institutions and Official Bodies are a real, effective impact in their development and
consolidation or are only a façade for political games or electoral promotion?
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Dear colleagues, if we can answer positively to most part of these questions that are okay. If our
yesses are more than the noes, we are working well and our Regional or National Governments are
honest to them. At contrary, all our beautiful words, meetings, debates are only rhetoric and empty.
And to be sure that these considerations are not useless, I draw your attention to some facts that
prove how important was the role of the craftsmen and small entrepreneurs in the past, since when
the French Encyclopedia devoted, just at the birth of the modern society and democracy, with the
Enlightenment and both American and French revolution, to these men and women, and to the real
experiences and best practice not only of my Region, but also in other countries in Europe
(Germany, Austria, Spain, etc.).
First of all, I wish to give you some data about the SMEs and Craftsmen. You know already these
data, but I renew our awareness about them, so that we cannot forget their relevance and weight in
the European Economy and job creation, at least in form of self-employment, which is in
conclusion a great contribution to find the job by himself.
Tab. N. 1: Statistics of the SMEs, micro-enterprises and craftsmen in the European Union (2010)

Source: Eurostat online data codes

At the same time, we are grateful to all the Romanian, Ukrainian and Moldovan women and men,
who come to Italy to do low cost jobs, ‘3-Ds’ (dangerous, dirty and difficult) jobs or caregivers for
our aged people or to save the crafts which are very important, but no longer made by Italian
people: stonemasons, builders, joiners, with a percentage of SMEs and micro-enterprises’ creation.
About this aspects of the Immigrants’ flows (we have in Italy 1 million of Rumanian people), take
into account, dear colleagues, dear Managers of the State Agencies, dear Politicians, these data:
evidence shows that once disparity in income per person is reduced to about 4:1 or even 5:1,
combined with a higher economic and job growth rate, migration flows tend to stop ‘naturally’, and
most potential economic migrants opt to stay at home1.

1

International Organisation for Migration, World Migration: Costs and Benefits of International Migration, 2005.
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Table 2: Enterprise size class analysis of key indicators, non-financial business economy, EU-27, 2009

Source: Eurostat online data codes (http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/)
Table 3: Enterprise size class analysis of non-financial business economy by country, 2009

Source: Eurostat online data codes
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European Commission policy in relation to SMEs is mainly concentrated in five priority
areas, covering:
•
•
•
•
•

the promotion of entrepreneurship and skills;
the improvement of SMEs' access to markets;
cutting red tape;
the improvement of SMEs' growth potential;
Strengthening dialogue and consultation with SME stakeholders.

We will present later in the Report some outcomes about the “needs” and requests of the SMEs and
Craftsmen, in relation with Policy and Government. However, we can say in advance that EU is
well oriented to this sector, although the Member States are far from the concrete application of the
European Policy. For example, in Italy the proposal to create one-step shop for the microenterprises creation is not yet at the expected level: simplicity of the bureaucratic procedures and a
decisive cut of their number and complications, are urgent. The fiscal legislation is too heavy,
oppressive and without equity at all. In Italy accomplishments for a small enterprise are more than
50: absurd. Sometimes I use for my Country the expression: we live in Absurdistan.
The new economies and the role of the Small Businesses and Crafts
A great hope: Small Businesses and Crafts are the real “new economy” hinge. Many qualified
observers and researchers, are oriented to do a deep review to the indicators of the wealth of the
Nations, usually identified with the GDP. But if we change the point of view, according to an
alternative vision of the Economy and Wealth indicators, the small activities and the networks of
self-employers show important competitive advantages. With the third millennium, we have seen
the arise of many new forms of economy, not only related to the triumph of Internet and Web, with
their undoubtable success all over the world and the revolution they drew with them, but also with
the following emerging economies, like :
• Well-being economy or economy of happiness, introduced by the Nobel Prize of Economy
Daniel Kahneman and other important Economists. Former French President Nicolas
Sarkozy has announced in 2008 a "revolutionary" plan to make joy and wellbeing the key
indicators of growth, rather than traditional yardsticks like a country's gross domestic
product (GDP). The new assessment will be based on figures relating to work-life balance,
recycling, household chores and even levels of traffic congestion. He asked US economist
Joseph Stiglitz, winner of the 2001 Nobel economics prize and a critic of free-market
economists, and Amartya Sen of India, who won the 1998 Nobel Prize for work on
developing countries, to come up with the new measures. They wrote a Report in 2009 that
recommended a shift in emphasis on gross domestic product to ones which measure
wellbeing and "sustainability". Martin Seligman, Ed Diener, Ruut Veenhoven, Richard
Layard, some of the most important Opinion Leaders in the Economy for future, are giving
an impressive contribution to this turnabout of the running model of development, aligning
it with the principles of the sustainability. He said that “a great revolution is waiting for us.
For years, people said that finance was a formidable creator of wealth, only to discover one
day that it accumulated so many risks that the world almost plunged into chaos. The crisis
doesn't only make us free to imagine other models, another future, and another world. It
obliges us to do so."2 A small state, Bhutan, adopted in 1972, the so called Gross National
Happiness, integrating the indicators of traditional economy with indicators of well-being,
and the phrase ‘pursuit of happiness’ is in the Declaration of Independence of United States:
Moreover, researchers have found that experiential happiness rises with income, though
2

Peter Whoriskey, The Washington Post, Posted March 30, 2012.
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•

•

only up to the point where income rises to $75,000. After that, “experiential happiness”
ceases to raise much. Still, the correlation between income and happiness, while generally
strong, is far from pure. There are outliers. For example, per-capita GDP in the United
States is roughly six times that of Panama, according to International Monetary Fund
figures. But in the most recent 2010 Gallup measure of life satisfaction, the U.S. ranked 12th
in the world, one behind Panama”3.
Sustainable Economies: according to the definition of sustainable development, that’s a
model of development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs, a new approach to the economy and economic
performances is going to be adopted by many countries (sadly not all), taking into
consideration that traditional form of development and consumption will need very soon two
or three planets to be satisfied, with lack of many vital resources like water, oil, woods and
forests, foods and joyful holidays. A sustainable development is particularly important in
one of the most increasing sectors of the worldwide wealth and well-being production:
tourism. The quality of the environment, landscapes, cultural heritage, historical cities,
rivers and beaches, islands and sea, inclusive of the Black Sea where we live now, is a not
replaceable asset and value for the tourist enterprises and destinations, while for many
industrial sector can be considered more a constraint than in opportunity. Without
environmental conservation, a tourist destination loses the most part of its competitiveness.
Other forms of the new economies, conform to the sustainability, are recently arisen, like
“the Economy of enough” by Diane Coyle4 and Degrowth Economy by Serge Latouche5 :
Key to the concept of these two models of economy is that reducing consumption does not
require individual martyring and a decrease in well-being. Rather, 'degrowthists' aim to
maximize happiness and well-being through non-consumptive means, sharing work,
consuming less, while devoting more time to art, music, family, culture and community. The
contemporary degrowth movement can trace its roots back to the anti-industrialist trends of
the 19th century, developed in Great Britain by John Ruskin, William Morris and the Arts
and Crafts Movement, in United States by Henry David Thoreau and in Russia by Leo
Tolstoi. The concept of "degrowth" proper appeared during the 1970s, proposed by the Club
of Rome. The writings of Gandhi also contain similar philosophy, particularly regarding his
support of voluntary simplicity. Another important Economist of this model is Ernst
Schumacher and Buddhist Economics6 : he critiques the neo-liberal model of economic
development, noting the absurdity of increasing "standard of living", which is based solely
on consumption, as the primary goal of economic activity and development : we should aim
to maximize well-being while minimizing consumption.
Gift economy: introduced by the anthropologist Marcel Mauss7, a gift economy (or gift
culture) is a mode of exchange where valuable goods and services are regularly given
without any explicit monetary obligation: a voluntary and recurring gift exchange circulates
and redistributes wealth throughout a community, and serves to build the social capital,
which is the “hinge” of any effective whatever economy. The model of Gift Economy
continues to play an important role in modern society, above all as “third sector”, founded
on solidarity and cooperation. Internet with open-source software is a prominent example,
which can be described as a gift economy. A great part of the gift economy is provided by
the women, who devote many hours of their daily time to the “other” members of the family
and very often to the community. Moreover, voluntary and no profit association and
foundations play a strategic and central role in the social problem solving. One of the best

Ibidem.
D., The Economics of Enough: How to Run the Economy as If the Future Matters, Princeton University Press 2011.
5 Latouche, S., Degrowth economics: why less should be much more", Le Monde Diplomatique, November 2004.
6 Schumacher, E. F., Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered. New York: Perennial Library, 1973.
7 Mauss M., The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, London: Routledge, 1922.
3

4Coyle
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practices of the Gift Economy is the Grameen Bank and Micro-credit, introduced by
Muhammad Younus,
Experience economy: Pine and Gilmore, with their
famous book on the Experience Economy8, had
“Not everything that counts can be counted and not
introduced a vision very similar to the happiness
everything that can be counted counts”
(Albert Einstein)
economy, but more focused on the “emotions”,
more than the sustainability or solidarity. Pine and
Gilmore argue that businesses must orchestrate
memorable events for their customers, and that memory itself becomes the product - the
"experience". More advanced experience businesses can begin charging for the value of the
"transformation" that an experience offers, in tourism, architecture, nursing, urban planners
and other fields.

Table N. 4: The Economy of Experience applied to the different historical period. Elaborated by Romano Toppan on
the basis of the text of Pine and Gilmore.

DOMINANT TYPOLOGY OF ECONOMY
UP TO EARLY

UP TO 1970

UP TO 2000

OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

AFTER 2000

FUTURE

FUTURE

19th C.

(western and
Japan)

(western, far
and middle east)

(globalized
extension)

(only the brave
world)

(the repressed
world)

Economic
offer

commodity

goods

services

experiences

Well-being and gift
economy

Survival
economy

Economy

farming

industrial

services

experiences

social capital

new feudalilty

Economic
function

extract

produce

distribute

enact

networking

exploitation

Nature of
offer

fungible

tangible

intangible

memorable

Reciprocal or winwin

Win-lose

Key attribute

natural

standard

personalised

personal

trust

oppression

Supply
method

mass storage

topping up

Distributed on

Revealed in a

of supplies

demand

time period

Communication
and co-operation

Obligation and
compulsory
production
chain

provider

designer of

server

slavery

after production

Seller

merchant

producer

experiences

Purchaser
Demand
factors

market (physical)

user

customer

guest

partner

privileged

characteristics

distinctive

benefits

sensations

Happiness and
quality of life

To be in or to
be out

features

emotions

And many other new economies: green economy, knowledge economy, social economy, even the
survival economies. These last ones seem to be more and more urgent and rehabilitated, in order to
face up many heavy emergencies for the great mass of refugees because of the wars, increasing
flows of immigrants who escape from countries without any mean, populations stressed by frequent
floods, tsunami, eruptions of Vulcans, lands battered and bruised by drought, famine, racism,
persecution of minorities, entire regions, states or nations, which risk running out of steam,
electricity, drinkable water, foods etc. also in the most developed countries (e.g. recent Sandy
Hurricane in United States).

8

Pine, J. and Gilmore, J., The Experience Economy, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, 1999.
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All these types of economies have in common two traits: the preeminence of the intangible values
or assets (e.g. tourism is defined a “factory without walls”), and their tailored forms applicable
much more to the Small Business and Crafts than to the huge corporations or great factories.
Albert Einstein meant exactly that vision with the statement proposed in the quotation.
At the right beginning of the modern society and industrial economy, french Encyclopedia or a
Systematic Dictionary of the Sciences, Arts and Crafts by Diderot and d’Alembert: with more than
two centuries in advance, they had proposed three guidelines for the modern society:
-

-

The primary role of the artisans and craftsmen in the new strategy of development and
value creation: their statement about the value creation are absolutely clear and small
businesses and crafts are, in the opinion of the Encyclopedia thinkers, the key factor for the
radical change and transition from feudal society and absolutism to democracy of the rights
against the ideology of caste and privileges. In fact, their idea about the best form of wealth
is very advanced and modern: "If exclusive privileges were not granted, and if the financial
system would not tend to concentrate wealth, there would be few great fortunes and no
quick wealth. When the means of growing rich is divided between a greater number of
citizens, wealth will also be more evenly distributed; extreme poverty and extreme wealth
would be also rare." (Wealth, Diderot). It seems written today. The great banks and finance
make money with money, without producing a real value and their use of the sophisticated
financial instruments like subprime and derivative they absorbed wealth at the same way of
the “black holes” in the Universe, because all these men don’t respect the ancient wisdom
that says: "Don't count your chickens before they hatch.” At contrary, these businessmen
sell many times the chickens, before they hatch, and when people who buy come to receive
them, they have disappeared, they don’t exist anymore for the customer and money savers:
meantime, all the businessmen have transformed the money acquired through these
speculations, in personal wealth, generating huge crisis all over the world,
The preference of the diffused manufactures instead of the great and concentrated
factories (today we call that “lean organization” and coalitional production of many small
entrepreneurs, who are preferable and more flexible than the big corporations).
The small businesses and crafts as witnesses of the freedom and democracy, as
representatives of a shared power, knowledge and competences according to the merits and
not to the privileges. The Political Democracy has been possible only with an Economic
Democracy: in the feudal society, the rich people (aristocrats) did not work at all, did not
create a value, they were rich without any merit, only for their social status. When a new
social system (with the second part of the XVII century) arose, according to the wealth by
means the competencies and merits (the “job and risks”), political democracy was the
natural and immediate consequence.

The great example of Bauhaus
Walter Gropius and its team in the Bauhaus, gave the birth to all the best innovations in the
industrial production, in the architecture and in applied arts with a pedagogical revolution, in which
the philosophers, the engineers, the artists, the mathematicians were in team with craftsmen and
manual workers: at the same level, at the same salary, at the same esteem and role. Thirteen years of
that experience and practice generated more positive impacts and effects on the quality of
production and competitiveness of the new technologies than two previous centuries: the secret was
not only in the hands and skills of craftsmen, but in the co-operation of these small enterprises with
the so called “intelligentsia”, with reciprocal respect, esteem and acknowledgement. After all,
Leonardo da Vinci, world widely recognized as the prototype of the intelligence and creativity of
the mankind, both in the scientific and artistic meaning, came from a small enterprises and
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workshops school of Verocchio, in Florence, not from Harvard or Yale or Oxford: exactly what
Encyclopedia said in the essays concerning ART and MANUFACTURE.

Social Capital and networking as shuttle for success, innovation and competitiveness
World Bank defines “social capital” as "the institutions, relationships, and norms that shape the
quality and quantity of a society is social interactions”9.Social capital is explicitly relational. It
cannot be produced by individuals acting in isolation from one another. In sum, social capital
reflects the value of cooperative social activity.
The more social capital there is, the more productive the economy will be. A cross-national study of
29 countries found a significant positive relationship between measures of social capital
(particularly levels of trust) and economic growth rates by country (Knack and Keefer, 1997). A
separate cross-national study of 34 countries also found a strongly positive association between
social capital and economic growth, even after the influence of factors often cited in neo-classical
10
growth models were taken into account .
Families, communities and nations differ in their endowments of social capital. In some, the social
networks that give rise to social capital are dense and efficiently organized. In others, levels of
associationalism are low and the stock of social capital is meagre. Recent theory suggests that
communities possessing relatively high levels of social capital will experience higher levels of
economic performance and social welfare (other things being equal).
Trust is the core of the social capital: it is one of the most valuable economic assets, hard to create
but easy to destroy - a crucial ingredient of a country oriented to an effective and durable
development.
People are more likely to do business together when they trust each other. Trust can reduce market
failure that otherwise results from asymmetric information.
When there is a lack of trust, people may have to spend heavily on monitoring others' behavior to
ensure they do what they say they will do. This cost may be so high that it is not worth going ahead
with a business deal. When trust is absent, people may be less flexible in their dealings with each
other. Countries can overcome some of the problems of a lack of trust by passing laws requiring
good behavior, but only to the extent that people trust that the laws will be enforced. Business
confidence is the basis of all the economic transactions.
Networking is the modern form of social capital creation. The organizations who want survive,
must create many networks, especially if they are small or people adopt self-employment forms of
job.
Regionally-based industrial districts featuring clusters of tightly networked, yet often competing;
sets of firms in related industries provide a powerful mechanism for innovation and economic
transformation.
The Grameen Bank in Bangladesh and its many imitators in the rapidly spreading micro-credit
movement illustrates how local self-organization can allow the poor to gain access to credit that
would otherwise be unavailable through normal commercial channels.
Robert Putnam, the most famous expert and researcher on the social capital performances, wrote
that “Northern regions of Italy which tend to have strong traditions of civic associationalism also

World Bank, 2000.
Whiteley P.F., The Origin of Social Capital, Routledge, London 1999 ; Economic Growth and Social Capital, Political Studies 48
(2000).
9
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enjoy higher income levels and better-performing local governments than Southern regions of Italy
where traditions of civic engagement are weak”11.
The experiences of the “Italianate District”, say the Economists Danson and Whittam,12are an
example of social capital applied to the economy and production:
“The districts are geographically defined productive systems, characterized by a large number of
firms that are involved at various stages, and in various ways, in the production of a homogeneous
product. A significant feature of industrial districts is that a very high proportion of firms within
them are small. A characteristic of the industrial district is that it should be conceived as a social
and economic whole. In industrial districts, social institutions are as important as economic… A
crucial aspect of production within the industrial districts of the Third Italy is attributed to the
degree of trust and cooperation which exists between the key players in the district. Economic gains
can be achieved by the promotion of trust and cooperation between these key players, the firms, the
financial institutions, the labor organizations, and the local authorities”.
In many Regions there are the “clusters”, with different shades: “A grouping together of firms and
institutions which can have vertical and horizontal linkages. The geographical concentration of
clusters is not as important as it is with industrial districts, but clusters are more concentrated than
networks. Their emphasis is on the development of cooperation among firms, with the objective of
achieving synergy”.
They form a sort of “intelligent community” or, better said, “learning community” : a balance
between co-operation and competition (to be enough co-operative for being competitive in the
world, to keep a permanent inner competition to he be enough innovative), availability of high
competencies on the spot, through good salaries, that impede the migration of the best workers and
professionals out of the area concerned, a “social atmosphere” that facilitates rapidly the exchanges
on the productivity and profitability a rapid and on real time cross-fertilization for the innovation
and diffusion of best practice and relevant information, to be more “horizontal” in the coordination
than “vertical”, to achieve a reciprocal acknowledgement and social esteem both between
entrepreneurs and in the community as a whole, a support from the Local Authorities and specific
Institutions (Chamber of Economy, Agencies for Local Development, Associations of Enployers
and, especially, an endogenous capacity building.
The competitive advantages of these forms of “coalitional economies” are comfirmed a Report of
13
ILO .
After the experiences of the Industrial Districts, the model of “networking” process has involved
also the “Cultural Districts” (e.g. the Toronto Film Location Network), or Tourist District, Agroindustrial Districts, etc.
The management and promotion of the Districts are usually set up and carried out in form of
“Territorial Marketing”, with an “holistic” approach.
European Union, in all its Programmes and Funds, requires objective evidences of “partnerships”
and networks, both local and transnational, with a so called Three P governance : Public and Private
Partnership.
The key profile of the networking in all its forms is the basic assumption that all the partners and
components are interdependent, without centralized hierarchism, in relations peer to peer : the
results, profits and added value are created in cooperative forms and complementary synergies :
pyramids don’t exist anymore and lean organization (flexible and adaptive) is adopted.
Another form of partnership and network is the Territorial Pact: all the partners of a Territory
(normally 20-30 Municipalities with their respective stakeholders), establish a table of common
Planning, Programming and Budgeting, with “concertation and negotiations” goal oriented for the
11

Putnam R., Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy (with Robert Leonardi and Raffaella Y. Nanetti), Princeton
University Press, 1993.
12 Danson, M. (ed.) (1996) Small Firm Formation and Regional Economic Development. London: Routledge.
13
Cossentino F. – Pyke F.- Segenberger W. ( eds), Local and regional response to global pressure : the case of Italy and its industrial
districts , Research Serie n.103, ILO, Geneva,1996.
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local development and job creation, with a governance model based on the principle of subsidiarity,
according to the European Union Model of “bottom-up” strategy.
More or less the same profile is applied, in the European Structural Funds, to other models of
development: Integrated Territorial Projects, Integrated Sectorial Projects, Local Action Groups,
and European Economic Interest Groups
In conclusion: the rise of network capitalism refers to the tendency for once independent firms to
build dense and enduring sets of cooperative ties among themselves and with other public and
private partners. Networking is a response to problems of size and scale. Large firms enjoy scale
economies and may reduce transaction costs through vertical integration. Yet massive size may also
hinder flexibility, particularly under rapidly changing market conditions. Smaller firms can respond
to changing conditions more quickly but forego economies of scale. This dilemma can be partially
resolved through the construction of informal but dense networks of relationships among craftsmen
and SMEs, sometimes encompassing public agencies or educational institutions as well. The
decentralization of ownership and decision-making allows for flexibility and decreased response
time. Yet the network as a whole serves individual members well by spreading risk and creating the
potential for economies of scale.
Recent research suggests the following conclusions:
•

•

•

Horizontal associations among relatively equal partners are more favourable to
development than vertical associations that join actors unequal in power and status. The
latter often take the form of patronage networks in which disadvantaged individuals and
groups are dependent upon favours from more powerful actors who provide such rewards in
compensation for political and other kinds of support. Patron-client relationships are
typically status-quo oriented and seldom welcome or tolerate innovation. Other kinds of
vertical associations, such as criminal gangs, rest explicitly upon coercion14.
High trust societies are likely to produce denser and more productive forms of
associationalism than low trust societies. Trust also influences the potential scale of
economic enterprises. Societies where relationships of trust do not easily extend beyond the
family will find it difficult to more from first and second generation family firms to larger
and more enduring corporate forms in which management and ownership extend beyond the
boundaries of the founding family15. For example,Edward C. Banfield defined this form of
scarce social capital with the definition “amoral familism16, that’s social action persistently
oriented to the economic interests of the family or clan or tribe.
The collapse of communism introduced markets as the primary mechanisms for
allocating resources in the new economy. Economists expected that markets would arise
spontaneously as state control over economic activity receded. Price signals, competition
and the profit motive would suffice to redirect economic behaviour in more efficient and
rationale directions. Sadly, the absence of crucial institutional and social supports, the
weakness of civil society, a pervasive culture of distrust caused devastating effects:
"uncivil" forces have come to dominate economic and social life, including criminal
networks and concentrated rent seeking coalitions17.

Strong states need strong societies and strong economies need great social capital and networking,
especially of SMEs and Craftsmen, for the reasons already discussed above, to ensure social
competitiveness before the economic one, as an important prerequisite for drawing up a territorial
Pact, a territorial Programme, Project or Sustainable Development Plan.

Putnam R., 1993.
Fukuyama F., Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity, 1995.
16 Banfield E.C., The Moral Basis of a Backward Society, 1958.
17 Yavlinsky G.A., “Russia’s Phony Capitalism”; Foreign Affairs, 1998.
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Networking: from Neanderthal man to Spider-man
Nowadays, this districts and clusters can enhance their connections and links through the instruments
of the Cyber Space: territorial space and cyber space offer an exponential increase of the opportunities
and a decision making just in time. Social dialogue can be improved and achieve better performances,
even if it is recommended to continue also with the direct relations face to face, with all the verbal and
not verbal communications and emotions that permeate interpersonal dynamics of players,
particularly relevant for the craftsmen, micro-enterprises and SMEs.
The Impact of Cyber Space on Networking can be defined a new era of the mankind evolution: the
Spiderman anthropology. “Although physical place continues to be important, cyber space has
become cyber place, affecting the ways in which people find and maintain community. This can lead
to a rise in neighboring, as home-based people take more interest in their immediate surroundings and
use the Internet to neighbor without physical intrusion and to arrange visits”18.
We are all shrouded in an atmosphere full of strings: thousands of spiders, thousands of paths coming
from thousands of nest of spiders, are present here, right now, through our mobile phones, our
computers, our smart phones, I-phones, I-Pads, Web 2.0 and all the instruments and tools of the
information technologies.
Consciously or unconsciously, we are web-coated, covered and swallowed like Prophet Jonas in the
stomach of the whale.
In this new era of the access and connections, we can be passive or proactive : to be submitted to the
networks or to be users and beneficiaries : some economists argue that many recent technological
innovations, notably the Internet, have large positive network effects, which make possible much
higher productivity and growth than in the past.
The Craft of Connection and organizational network analysis is helping enterprises share
knowledge worldwide, one natural broker at a time.
In this new context, you consider that the “size” of the enterprise well connected and component of
a specific network, all the forms of coalitional economies set up and carried out by many small
businesses are able to exploit much more their capabilities and reciprocal competitive advantages.
The digital divide must be avoided and the Broadbent is there to be an engine for the “new
economy” of crafts and SMEs...
The operating strategies of the SMEs and Craftsmen receive a great propulsion, drive and benefits:
nevertheless, such an opportunity should be actively managed:
• Improving the awareness of the co-relation between European governance style (bottom-up and
partnerships), its impact on the local development and the role of the networking (private/public)
• Establishing an effective strategy to face Globalization and save democracy : networking as
shuttle to change
• The roles of and interrelations between the macro-level (regional and national levels) and the
micro-level (local levels) are changing: the local level in a global context, the main argument
being that the micro-level possesses characteristics which are not only specific but also at times
preferable in the promotion of global employment and economic development. This is, however,
not the same as saying that "local is good because it is micro" or "global is bad because it is
macro". Local is good because it possesses some endogenous features which can be of use,
activated and promoted so that the local can enter into an equal and valuable relationship with its
national and international partners.
In conclusion: it may be said that exogenous development strategies have proved insufficient to
solve today's employment and economic situation.
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Therefore, one of the best solutions to be applied is strengthening of the sub-national levels.
This solution is particularly clear in the case of the European Union, where a legal framework for
sub-national employment and economic development has been established: the Treaty includes the
"principle of subsidiarity" according to which higher levels of government should not do what
lower levels can do and perform well. The principle has been met with mixed feelings by the
individual Member States. In some cases it has been met positively it being argued that the subnational levels have obtained greater freedom to perform actively at the sub-national level as well as
greater possibility to enter new international relationships; in other cases it has been argued that the
principle is instrumental in eroding national identity. However, concepts such as "locally based
economy", "local economy and employment strategies", "local economies in a global context" are
gaining increasing importance: the new situation of greater independence and responsibility to the
local arena and its actors poses new demands and new relationships onto the local level. The
question remains how one can make sure that the local fabric can meet the new demands locally and
internationally. In our case, to give birth to the network between the 11 Moldovan raions and 4
Romanian regions as cross-border entity of steady cooperation and “bridge” for the 2 Giants
(Western European Space and Eastern Euro-Asian Space), can be surely a strategic vocation to be
internalized and embraced rapidly.
"The local approach" is, however, rather different from "national local initiatives". The local
approach takes its point of departure at the base: it is an essentially "bottom - up" approach
mobilizing to the maximum local labour force, capital and the entire community. In this way the
key words for action have become: "pro-action", "quality", "diversification", "flexibility",
"innovation", "entrepreneurship". The underlying principles for actions, that are the common
denominator for development, are today based upon: "collaboration", "co-responsibility", "and
consensus of written or unwritten rules “,” trust". The main results of such an approach are:
1. The most successful local actions are taken on the basis of the active partnership between
private sector (enterprises, cooperatives and associative type enterprises, associations of
enterprises, employers' associations), public sector (local, sub-national and national
governments), voluntary and community sector (e.g. social service groups, self-help groups), and
trade unions. Throughout the late 1970s and the 1980s the regional economy of Veneto region
(the region of the Territorial Pact of Eastern Venice, applicant of the TACIS Programme),
experienced significant growth due to unique measures taken by the regional government in
active partnership with the local actors. The design and implementation of coherent and
integrated programmes resulted in a decrease in the unemployment rate from about 11% to about
3% during this period; in the 1980s wage rates in Veneto were twice the national average.
2. The most successful local actions are taken on the basis of seeing the local economies in a global
context. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s we have been experiencing numerous scattered and
often fragmented initiatives taken at the local level to improve the local employment and
economic situation. For instance the attraction of high-tech enterprises within electronics,
telecommunication, and biotechnology has been of very high priority to many local
governments of industrialized countries without regard to the fact that the number of
relocating companies of this kind has been very little. Accordingly, many good efforts failed and many local governments have become disillusioned and to some extent paralyzed for some
time to take further actions. The overall macro-economic situation must be taken into
consideration in order to develop the potential of local economies and to leave them less
vulnerable to external forces and the impact of structural adjustment. A balance - and a
definition of joint responsibilities and separate capabilities - between "local" and "global"should be carefully analyzed: the distinction between “external and/or internal territorial
marketing” must be the principal question to be approached, being the external territorial
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marketing the “option” of the “external actors and players” attraction and “internal
territorial market” the “option” of “endogenous capabilities development and appraisal”.
The two levels may be considered complementary to each other. Activating the local level, that
is creating local identities and local competence and legitimacy of action may, in fact, be a
requisite for making international organization acceptable.
Briefly speaking, the process of and the argument for developing "local" and "strategies" may be
the following:
-

By developing a horizontally integrated local base (i.e. consensus of rules and local active
partnership) it may be possible to develop actions and integrated programmes characterized by
diversification, innovation, flexibility, entrepreneurship, which enables the local level to enter
into active partnership with the national as well as the international level in an innovative way.
- The same process may also apply to the national level: by improving the partnership of the
national actors, it may be possible to develop new innovative programmes and actions in
collaboration with, on the one hand, the local levels and, on the other, the international agencies,
which are very much present in Black Sea Area.
- Only with this approach (both-and, not: either-or), we can optimize the available resources (in
Economic, financial and social capitals) and achieve the best practices and outcomes, in order
totackle the problems of unemployment and poverty.
Coalitional Economies of SMEs and Craftsmen: the case histories of the Venice Region, Spain
and Moldova
First of all, I have the pleasure to present here not a mere academic study or scientific research, but
experiences and best practices I have designed, introduced and set up in my Region (Venice), in
Spain, in Moldova and in Georgia. In all these experiences I would like to offer the proof of the
successful outcome of a serious and continual policy in favour of the SMEs and Crafts, as key
factor of a sustainable local development and social capital consolidation.
SMEs are said to be responsible for driving innovation and competition in many economic sectors.
The importance of the SMEs and Craftsmen in the economy and social compact is based on the
reason why I consider the quality of the social capital the priority of every successful strategy for
the development: a real, effective and durable development of my Region and many other
developed Regions in Europe and elsewhere was trigged involving the most possible number of
enterprises, through spin off or incubators or industrial and productive districts or innovation parks,
or simply handing down or passing on the traditional competencies of the crafts, both new and
ancient, which mark the original features of a community, a country, a culture, a local production.
In other words, all what is not imitable in the worldwide market, where many countries produce the
same things at lower possible cost, and competition is centered, nowadays, more in what is local
and specific than in what is similar to all the others’ production. Michael Porter defines this
competitiveness as a “paradox”: how is it possible that the most competitive advantages in
globalization of the economy are related to the most local and specific system of production? John
Naisbitt, many Years ago, with his two well-known works: Thing global, act local and its inverse
thing local and act global. Moreover, he saw in advance the explosion of the economic role of
China, India, South Korea and other Asian countries.
Coming back to the concept of social capital, it is obvious and confirmed by an impressive number
of successful experiences, that more are people involved in the development strategies, more it is
possible to deploy all the capabilities of a territory, exploit the potential of the local resources,
attract investments from external, create jobs and wealth and ensure, of course, a vast distribution of
the benefits and profits.
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Fig. n. 4 : The great Cave of Milesti Mici (Moldova)

Hospitality industry is a sensational and resounding example : the transition from the tangible assets
to intangible assets, puts the economy of tourism in the best positioning today, being one of the few
economies in steady growth and the impact of this economy on the GDP of many countries is
increasing year by year : without this type of economy, the economic condition of many territories
should be much worse, taking into consideration that tourism is one of the rare economies where the
monopolies are impossible, the dominant position of the huge corporations cannot grind down all
the value chain of the tourist offer, because of its multifaceted composition, compliance with the
unforeseen wishes and dreams of the customers and visitors, not availability to be moved elsewhere.
As far this last trait of the tourism, you all know that if I produce shoes, or other items, I can find
easily places of production in other more favourable countries or territories, where the operational
costs or the fiscal drag are lower. But I cannot move elsewhere the Blue Mosque of Istanbul, or the
Wonderful Cave of Milesti Mici, as the biggest wine collection in the world, the Wooden Churches
of Maramures, listed UNESCO World Heritage Site. There are 8 such wooden churches in the
region and is the perfect example of the architectural skills, the Golden Gate of Kiev etc.
In our modern world, the small enterprises and craftsmen can survive, but be effective players, with
dignity, respect and satisfaction, only with a very compact forms of cooperation and complementary
I have fought all my life for the due and deserved honour and acknowledgement to the Small
Businesses and Craftsmen and I hope to do my contribution to your Programme of SMEs Networking
and Co-operation in all your countries, convincing you that your mission is good, right and very
profitable for the future and for the renaissance of our economic prosperity and social well-being.
Cooperation economies at transnational level between Nations and coalitional economies at national
and local level between Small Businesses and Craftsmen are able to overcome all the problems and
black holes we see in the present. Paul Krugman, Nobel Prize of Economy 2008, wrote a very
amazing book, where he defines the present situation as fear economy, which destroys the social
capital as we have defined above.
Consequently, one of the modern paradoxes and false myths is: does sharing wealth necessarily
involve becoming poorer? Many believe that to share our wealth with others necessarily means to
become poorer. Therefore, poor countries’ access to the wealth of the richest ones, is sometimes
perceived as a threat for the standards of well-being and prosperity existing in rich countries. This is
false and not necessarily correlative: the reasons of impoverishment (if any) are radically different. On
the contrary, an increase of wealth of the poorest countries would allow for a “general and global”
increase of wealth in the world. For instance, implementing the Marshall Plan after the Second World
War in Europe did not cause a decrease in wealth in the United States in spite of the wealth increase
in Europe, and European Union must not forget this. Believing that sharing our wealth with “others”
causes a lower wealth in our countries generates a self-accomplishing prophecy, because it does not
allow market flows and exchanges to be so profitable and flourishing to such an extent that our
produces can be sold. The “horizontal” distribution of wealth should impede such phenomena as
rapid, sudden enrichment, by which while few people have too much, many have too little. An
example of successful horizontal distribution is the Veneto Region (and other Adriatic regions of
Italy), thanks to the creation of the so called “industrial district or clusters”, where a great number of
small enterprises (sometimes thousands) produce more wealth than few huge industries. This
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form of capitalism should be named “homeopathic anti-capitalism”. In the sense that we have so
many “entrepreneurs” that it was impossible to become “sharks” as usually are big companies and
corporations, with tendency to monopolistic power in the markets. A good consideration about this
“homeopathic anti-capitalism” is offered by Prof. Richard Sennett, in his book: The Craftsman19. In
the industrial districts of Italy (and Veneto) the “craftsmen” were more than 90% of the enterprises
forming the cluster.
The specific and original social & economic pattern of Veneto Region enabled an underrated and
underdeveloped area to reach a standard of well-being unthinkable until the sixties - until then
indeed that region was mainly rural, poor and marginalized. That process has been, not so much as a
cognitive expedient, but rather as an existential knowledge and competence. Appropriate
technologies and sustainable development were the pillar of its philosophy: the result of this change
is to be attributed for the greater part to the initiatives of small firms and craftsmen: they permitted
to carry out the transition from the country culture and society to an advanced industrial culture and
mentality in a well-balanced way. The assimilation and the adaptation of the knowhow to the
cultural conditions and local resources, permitted a primordial balance between the different fields
of activity (agriculture, handicraft, industry, tourism, etc.) and also uninterrupted connections from
one field to the other .The “ small-scale polyvalent businessman “ stood as a typical example of that
area : somewhat a worker or a craftsman, somewhat a small farmer and landowner, somewhat a
breeder, depending somewhat on seasonal tourism. The northeastern area of Italy is in itself an
appropriate technology on a large scale: in its men, in its social organization, in its industry (many
local specialized districts), in its both natural and urban environment.
Therefore, economists studied that model, with the deep conviction that any area of the world,
however poor, is up to managing an autonomous and genuine development process, thanks to the
methods which enabled the Veneto Region and Northeastern Italy to come out of
underdevelopment, for six basic reasons:
◊ the starting point is a rural society in very backward state
◊ the transition from a backward situation to development necessarily passes through small firms
& businesses
◊ The flexibility of connections between the different activities: decentralization, capillary pattern
of business, productive reconversion, minimal survival strategies as permanent help (gardening,
breeding, workshops at home etc.)
◊ the family context and small-scale capital contribution
◊ special attention devoted by State, regional or local government and “ gremial” associations,
which facilitate the birth, the growing and the consolidation of this system and networks and
districts, and which was made concrete by financial, fiscal and juridical incentives, mainly
because this type of undertaking creates many jobs (their own jobs)
◊ Cooperation between businesses: purchase of raw materials, transfer just in time of innovation
technologies, financial common funds, incubators.
The first action as premise of all the successful practice was an intensive “core skills programs
“with three main principles and results: theory and practice must be close connected, project-works
should be preferred, learning to learn as key self-development. The final result was to create an
intelligent community and local cohesion.
Therefore, training should be the starting point in counseling: programs implementations, guidance
& assistance activities, on desk & field researches, quality auditing, are provided at request.
Municipalities and public authorities play a strong role in driving and yielding this system.
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The Veneto Region is now one of the most developed regions of Italy and Europe: its development
model is well known in Europe and has resulted in very high economic performances: the GDP
increased 2,5 times from 1970 to 2000 and a certain number of the new global corporations have
been set up in the region, like BENETTON and LUXOTTICA. But, I draw your attention to the
fact that in origin both these international corporations were based on many hundred small
enterprises and craftsmen, as suppliers: their production was connected to the Corporation. Even the
biggest corporations of the region have and keep their headquarters in their original villages
(with not more than some thousands of inhabitants). The Main industrial clusters and districts are
more than 30.
The link between social and economic capitals has played an essential role in providing the impulse
of those performances: the Veneto Region wants to keep carefully such a link, in order to ensure
both the continuity of the economic and territorial capital and the improvement of the social capital,
through the social inclusion of all new people coming as immigrants and their capabilities, in the
same way as the capabilities of the peasants and other marginalized people resident in the area
were involved in the start-up of the local development of the region in the sixties. As far as the
Immigrants, many of them come just from this area, above all Rumanians.
One of the most important actions of the policy of your countries should be how to manage better
the flows of remittances and how to do opportunities to those who have an entrepreneurial spirit and
have been able to create small enterprises with self-employment strategy. These are two factors of a
potential growth of the countries and the example of Turkey is evident.
Therefore, Veneto has developed a territorial and social competitiveness and its territorial
marketing moves towards the external areas and attracts resources from them, human resources
included.
The competitive advantages with regards to the migration flows are:
- the decentralization of the enterprises and small businesses clusters ( many of them are
labour intensive activities, but not necessary with backwards technologies, even if the risk is
to attract too many low competencies );
- the spread capacity of job and enterprises’ creation and the appraisal of people which have
affinity with this job attachment ;
- the absence of the big urban agglomerations and peripheries ;
- the intensive experience of the internationalization and globalization of the markets through
the strong rate of export activities ( this makes the region deal worldwide with all countries
and cultures);
- the presence, for 40 years, of massive flows of tourists from all over the world, thanks to a
huge tourist organization and hospitality industry ( Veneto region holds the first place in the
number of arrivals and overnights in Italy) ;
- the consistency of the social capital and the presence of the third sector ( the region is the
first for the number of volunteers’ organizations and NGO ) ;
- the latent cultural inspiration of the historic brand of the “Serenissima”, which shaped the
region for more than 5 centuries in two specific “visions”: the lay and republican priority
over all the other concepts and constitutional principles (salus reipublicae ante omnia),
avoiding the presence of every fanaticism or religious war, Inquisition included, and the
cosmopolitism, as openness of the action to all directions (à tout azimout) on the basis of
the commercial and pragmatic interests, in spite of the cultural, religious or ethnic
differences.
The weaknesses of the region are:
- a meaningful part of the economic activities is focused on traditional sectors of the
manufacturing industry, submitted to a severe competition (e.g. with China and other
emergent countries) and threatened by a rapid decline because of their low added value ;
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-

the delocalization of many industrial activities causes an internal negative impact on the
level of employment rates, which have been until recent years one of the highest in Europe ;
the social anxiety and a certain close minded reactions to the new world challenges are
present and form visible barriers just against the new comers ;
the environment impact has been sometimes hard and harmful for the sustainable
requirements of the development and the conservation of the natural and cultural heritage ;
The infrastructures endowment is partly not fitting and does not conform to the new
economy needs and expectations (e.g. the transport facilities, roads, highways, airports etc.)

Networks of SMEs and Craftsmen: the case history of the ESCUELAS-TALLER in Spain
A very interesting experience of extensive job creation from the eighties to 2000 has been the
National Plan of the Spanish Government Escuelas-Taller y Casas de Oficios (Workshops-school
and Houses of Craftsmen). This experience began in 1985 and aimed to create job opportunity for
the unemployed young people (males and females). More than 900 were created, involving 200.000
young people, from 16 to 29 years old: 150.000 were employed and/or self-employed. The
Programme was based on two grounds:
Fig. n. 5 : The “Escuela-Taller” of Santa Maria La Real in Aguilar de Campoo (Castille, Spain)

•

•

The valorization of the natural and cultural heritage, that is, in the world, at the second
place after Italy: this enormous capital was able to offer thousands and thousands of job
places, in synergy with tourist economy. Moreover the model of this training, according to
the Bauhaus Manifesto, was much more effective than other forms of vocational training, to
achieve the competencies for the job creation. Later, the economic sectors involved in the
experience extended to the crafts, to the health and keeping sector, to the voluntary
activities, to the tourism, to the economy of the culture and creative industries,
The role of the Local Authorities: all the Projects of that Plan were assigned to the Local
Authorities (Municipalities, Provinces etc. (and very rarely to the private organizations. This
was a very crucial key for the success: where the European Funds, e.g. the European Social
Fund, are assigned to the private organizations and associations, like in Italy, the most part
of them were used only to consolidate the private capital of the organizations more than for
the real job creation. Spain received, since its entry to the European Union, many Funds:
they were well managed and this accelerated the economic performance and results of the
Local Communities.

All these Escuelas-Taller formed a huge network of more than 900 locations all over Spain,, with a
central coordination in Madrid (the so called Euipo Zero, that’s Team Zero), with a continuous
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benchmarking for a continual improvement, daily exchanges on the methodologies and best practices,
a real renaissance of many traditional activities and crafts, which risked to extinguish, shaped the
profile of the cities and cultural sites, delivering them from death and extinction. This network saved
and preserved a meaningful part of the original culture and heritage of Spain, many components of the
local territorial capitals, enhancing the competitiveness index of Spain that is at the second place in
Europe for tourist arrivals.
This is one of the most sensational successes of Spain: I draw your attention to the fact that all this is
due to a network of micro-enterprises and crafts, additionally created by young people. Moreover, it is
an interesting note to underline that the young women were the majority and the job creation for the
unemployed women is universally known as a very heavy drawback for the local development.
A country without a concrete policy for the women’s job creation, risks staying in a very backward
condition.
Ungheni and all the Raions near river Prut
The very recent experience I made in the local and sustainable development strategy, by means of
Local Authorities, is the attempt to create a sort of “Tourist District” for Ungheni and its surrounding
areas (Raions of Ungheni and all the Raions along the river Prut).
This Project has been set up and carried out with European Funds and in two phases:
Fig. n. 6 : Some members of the National and International Team for the Sustainable Tourism Planning of Ungheni
(2012)

• A first phase between 2005 and 2007, with a partnership with the 20 Municipalities of the
Eastern Venice Region, where the coastal tourism counts more than 15 million of arrivals and
6.000 small and micro-enterprises. The transferability of the best practice of that territory
resulted in the Networking creation of the Municipalities placed along the Prut, aiming to
create a Territorial Pact for the Local Development,
• A second phase between 2010 and 2012, with a partnership with the entire Province of Venice
and all the Municipalities, which are great Tourist Destinations: they adopted since 15 Years
all the best practices of the Sustainability in Tourism (European Eco-audit Management
System, Agenda 21, Eco-camping mark, Green Procurement, Blue Flag). In this effective
exchange and benchmarking, a very interesting Tourist Plan has been elaborated and officially
adopted. This Project, named CIUDAD (Cooperation in Urban Development and Dialogue),
designs a strategy for the local economy development and valorisation, inclusive of all the
small enterprises and crafts, agriculture and industry, cultural and natural heritage and
hospitality infrastructures, greenways and alternative energy plants.
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ANNEX 1 – An example of a Territorial Agreement for a common
strategy
Asociatia Regiunilor de Frontiera din Republica Moldova şi manifestul
regiunilor si municipiilor de frontiera cu uniunea europeana
A Manifesto was signed by all the Raions and Municipalities along the River Prut and Ungheni was
the Project Leader for the creation of this Network in form of Territorial Pact. The headline of the
Manifesto was :
MOLDOVA - PUNTE SPRE EUROPA O EUROPA FARA FRONTIERE
O DEZVOLTARE FARA LIMITE
VECINATATEA CA O OPORTUNITATE
CU MIJLOACE MICI – OBIECTIVE MARI
And the Text of the Manifesto was :
Noi,
Presedintii raioanelor Briceni, Edineţ, Rişcani, Glodeni, Faleşti, Ungheni, Nisporeni, Hinceşti,
Leova, Cantemir, Cahul, precum si judetele din Romania - Botoşani, Iaşi, Vaslui, Galaţi,
amplasate dea lungul frontierei, intre cele doua Europe, cea occidentala si cea orientala, intre
Uniunea Europeana, avand frontiera cu Romania si spatiul imens al noilor state independente,
convocati la Ungheni, la 25 aprilie 2006, in cadrul proiectului TACIS CBC, in scopul formarii unei
retele asociative pentru cooperarea transfrontaliera,
AM DECIS:
- a crea o asociatie teritoriala, in vederea realizarii unei strategii comune, in domeniul cooperarii,
pentru a promova dezvoltarea locala durabila a raioanelor de frontiera si a favoriza schimbul si
intermedierea profitabila dintre zonele de frontiera;
- prin intermediul acestei actiuni, a crea o punte de cooperare mai ampla dintre teritoriile ce fac
parte din Uniunea Europeana si teritoriile ce fac parte din spatiul CSI;
AM CONSTATAT:
- importanta retelelor ce tin de solidaritate si cooperare dintre entitatile locale si comunitatile
autonome pentru infruntarea cu succes a problemelor ce tin de procesul de globalizare si pentru
satisfacerea necesitatilor de dezvoltare, amplasare in campul muncii si a competitivitatii
sectoarelor din teritoriile noastre;
- avantajele competitivitatii regiunilor noastre, care reies din amplasarea strategica, din punct de
vedere al geomarketingului si a mediatizarii interculturale si interetnice, care la moment sunt
absolut necesare pentru toate natiunile, in ceea ce priveste limba, traditiile, religia, pentru diferite
niveluri de dezvoltare si care caracterizeaza domeniile in care comunitatile noastre activeaza;
- capacitatea innascuta a populatiei noastre, de a imbina, cat originea istorica latina occidentala,
care se manifesta in cultura, limba, religie atat si civilizatia orientala, ambele fiind parte integrala
a capitalului nostru social si a potentialului uman si cultural, fiind afinitati care ne disting si pe
care le dorim sa le valorificam in favoarea integrarii dintre popoare si evitarea diferentelor;
- ponderea sporita pe care o vom avea atat la dialogul institutional din interiorul tarii cu structurile
sale statale si constitutionale, precum si la nivelul dialogului si schimbului cu organizatiile
internationale si piata globala;
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-

-

experienta consolidata in multe sectoare si teritorii atat europene cat si mondiale in ceea ce
priveste diferitele forme de dezvoltare locala cu metodologiile bottom up, gratie Pactelor si
Proiectelor Teritoriale integrale, Acordurilor si Planurilor de dezvoltare dintre municipii, raioane
si sectoarele sub-regionale, actiunilor Agendei locale 21, care se bazeaza pe programe, ansamblu
de obiective si procese la care, entitatile si institutiile locale publice si private sunt actori si
protagonisti principali.
sinergiile si optimizarea foarte profitabila care se obtin gratie utilizarii si valorificarii resurselor
integrate dintre autoritatile locale si realizarea si promovarea initiativelor si participarii
cetatenilor si a exprimarii lor sociale, economice si culturale, astfel realizand o puternica
capacitate si o eficacitate certificata de utilizare a fondurilor, resurselor si a investitiilor, avand o
caracteristica endogena si originala, care are legatura stransa cu identitatea noastra.

AM STABILIT:
- obiectivul principal al societatii noastre este stabilirea unui pact intre raioane si constituirea unei
retele, formate din toti actorii locali; realizarea unui plan integral de marketing teritorial; crearea
cartii de vizita a regiunii noastre, in colaborare cu judetele vecine de frontiera din Romania;
- strategia si obiectivele acordului nostru includ un sir de prioritari care stau la baza acestui
acordului si prin intermediul carora, ne obligam sa ajustam si sa armonizam planurile,
programele si actiunile raioanelor noastre, sa introducem aceste prioritari in cadrul logic al
politicii de dezvoltare, si sa le orientam spre un stat si alti interlocutori internationali, in special,
spre UE. Aceste prioritati se refera atat la dezvoltarea si ameliorarea capitalului economic, social
si cultural al regiunilor noastre, cat si la ameliorarea si inovarea capacitatilor si competentelor
acestor capitaluri de a infrunta exigentele si provocarile ce tin de schimbul transfrontalier si
transnational, in conformitate cu cerintele proiectului TACIS, din cadrul caruia acest proiect a
fost generat si inspirat.
- principiile, in conformitate cu care noi propunem prioritatile noastre sunt urmatoarele:
 subsidiaritate: in sensul de favorizare a procesului de descentralizare a puterii
 durabilitate: in vederea adoptarii unor indicatori de dezvoltare umana care sunt in
conformitate cu indicatori calitatii mediului ambiant si a calitatii vietii
 cooperarea: tine cont de faptul ca este o cale privilegiata pentru obtinerea solutiilor
corespunzatoare ce tin de problemele comune si de a conferi vizibilitate teritoriilor
noastre in cadrul scenariului national si international;
 coordonarea: prioritatile noastre sunt corelationate intre ele in armonie, ca un proces
de creare a valorilor in care o prioritate presupune celelalte prioritati
 dezvoltarea locala: a gandi global, a activa local ne permite valorificarea resurselor
materiale si nemateriale ale comunitatilor noastre.
PRIORITATILE:
1. Ameliorarea si realizarea infrastructurii: pentru a favoriza accesul la teritoriile noastre,
mobilitatea si circularea, logistica si transportul, turismul si evitarea izolarii, prin intermediul atat
a unei retele de drumuri cat si prin intermediul unei retele de cai ferate. In afara de aceasta, apare
ca infrastructura urgenta furnizarea apei, gazelor naturale, electricitatii si a telecomunicatiilor.
Dorim, sa valorificam raul Prut, nu doar ca un mijloc pentru transportul fluvial, dar de asemenea
in calitate de un mare parc tematic sau un mare coridor verde.
2. Atragerea investitiilor relevante: ne obligam sa indeplinim conditiile necesare pentru a favoriza
implementarea si initierea unor activitati de afaceri coerente cu vocatia teritoriilor noastre si
capabile de a corespunde cerintelor de angajare in campul muncii si de valorificarea
competentelor profesionale locale.
3. Promovarea inovatiilor tehnologice si profesionale ale agricultorilor si a fermierilor nostri, de
lunga durata si valorificarea produselor naturale, biologice si tipice, avand un impact pozitiv
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asupra populatiei rurale, in ceea ce tine de venit si calitatea vietii satelor rurale, realizand o
integrarea si optimizare a lantului valoric al sectorului agro-industrial si fermier.
4. Introducerea si difuzarea noilor tehnologii informationale, aplicand rezultatele epocei de acces in
toate paturile sociale, in special, cu dezvoltarea e-guvernului al administrarii publice, si dand
prioritate crearii unei retele on-line, pentru a corespunde cererii si ofertei de locuri de munca.
5. Favorizarea formele de export si de logistica corespunzatoare pentru conservarea, difuzarea
nationala si internationala a produselor locale, utilizand toate formele de comunicare si
promovare comerciala si realizand in raioanle noastre evenimente semnificative pentru a
favoriza consumului si a achizitiilor.
6. Investitiile sociale: ne obligam sa luptam cu saracia, excluderea sociala, laborala si culturala, in
special, pentru a rezolva cat mai repede posibil, problema migratiei cetatenilor nostri, care are
drept consecinte saracirea capitalului nostru social, uman si cultural.
Tinand cont de toate cele expuse anterior, suntem increzuti ca constituirea unei asociatii orientate
spre colaborare intre raioanelor noastre, va fi un mijloc apropiat si focalizat pentru a construi o cale
mai eficienta spre un viitor prosper pentru comunitatile noastre.
Semnatari:
Raionul Briceni Raionul Cahul Raionul Cantemir Raionul Edineţ Raionul Faleşti Raionul Glodeni Raionul Hinceşti Raionul Leova Raionul Nisporeni Raionul Rişcani Raionul Ungheni Ungheni 25 Aprilie 2006
Note :Even if the realization of that Territorial Pact is not yet implemented, however the „seed” is and stays active for ever : the
partnership with Italy and my Region goes on and the first priority that has been set up and carried out is the project of a Turist District,
that can be a pilot experience for all the Municipalities and Communities along the River Prut. Many Memorandum of Understanding
have been signed and cooperation seems to be effective in many objectives : from the biomass energy to greenways for leisure along
the banks of the River, from Tourist Offer to typical products of the area etc. Moreover, a job creation strategy is one of the main targets
to be achieved and a Local Development according to Agenda 21 principles is already applied since ten years.
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ANNEX 2 – A Local Sustainable Tourism Plan as example of the
networking for an integrated value chain of valorization of the local
natural, cultural and gstronomic attractors
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Annexes
UNTWO, some years ago, published a rating on the “emerging tourist destinations“20: Moldova is not yet included in the
areas with an increasing tourist flow. Only a “territorial pact of common marketing with Romania could impulse the
promotional strategies”. nevertheless the modest performance of tourism in Moldova can be improved, with “very specific
target groups”: e.g. the “wine roads” and the forms of horse trekking or similar forms of “niche” tourism. This weak
positioning in the competitive system of travel & tourism system is clearly explained within next page, concerning all the
indicators of Moldova.

20

UNTWO (2005)
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Tab. N.5 : Position of Moldova in the Travel & Tourism International Competitiveness
(Source : World Economic Forum, 2011)

